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The Sanlorenzo SX 88 “Estia” is 
hull number 83 of the 

innovative SX range of 
crossover yachts. This beautiful 

brand new craft has been 
delivered to her Owner in 

June 2022 and immediately 
offered on the charter market 

for exclusive yachting 
experiences along the 

Tyrrhenian Sea.



The exterior design of this brand-new 
26.70 meter motor yacht comes from the 
boards of Officina Italiana Design, 
the open transom brings guests closer to 
the water, serving as a beach club and 
sports utility area..
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http://www.italianadesign.it/


The wheelhouse placed on the fly 
bridge frees up the main deck, so the 
living area becomes a single loft effect 
saloon, including the lounge, the totally 
open galley and another living zone at 
the bow.
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Her modern and avant-garde 
interiors have been designed by the 
famous Italian architect and designer 
Piero Lissoni. The atmosphere is 
reminiscent of a penthouse with a 
palette of earthy tones declined in 
the form of luxurious materials. 



.
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The layout of the main deck is quite 
innovative as it was designed without 
a wheelhouse, thus maximising the 
living space on board. Upon entering 
the boat, you will first find yourself in 
an elegant salon with beautiful 
contemporary furniture. Moving 
inside, you will reach a bar, the open 
galley and then the beautiful dining 
room. Panoramic windows offer 
stunning views on the outside world.



This Sanlorenzo SX 88 offers 
accommodation to up to 8 guests in 4 
ensuite guest staterooms on the lower 
deck including a full beam master 
cabin, one VIP cabinand two twin 
cabins, one of these with sliding beds.
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Master cabin
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Bathroom  details
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VIP Cabin
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Tenders and Toys:

To enhance your exclusive charter 
experience, this Sanlorenzo 
SX88 comes with a brilliant 
collection of water toys including 2 
SUP and water ski.
Tender: Williams Idrojet 3.95 mt
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Technical Specs
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Layout
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Lower Deck



Price list 

� Charter rates – Retail price list :

Weekly rate Daily rate

� June €  80.000,00 TBC

� July € 95.000,00                  TBC 

� August € 95.000,00                  TBC 

� Our offer includes: 

� taxes, crew ( 3 people) , mooring, insurance cat. A ( full insurance),
licenses, transfer from the villa to the harbour and back – soft drinks –

� weekly rate : two free daily lunch for six people

� Not included:

� Italian Vat (22%),fuel, galley, mooring taxes in different harbor of our
base
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Reservation terms 

� Security deposit: yes

� In advance, at reservation 50 %

� To settle 30 days before emb. 50 %

� Possibility One Way: yes
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Contact
� Spice Yacht srl

� Mobile: +39 348 0549109
� Phone: +39 0187 765602

Reg.Office : Piazza Caduti Per La Liberta’N.30, 19124 La Spezia
HQ : Via Giacomo Doria N.74, 19124 La Spezia

Web: www.spiceyacht.com |  Mail: info@spiceyacht.com
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